FOOTBALL GATES HIT BY TRAIN CUTS

Flemington Not Affected

Football gates suffered heavily from the week-end train stoppage, total attendance for both League and Association matches being approximately 106,000, a drop of 53,900 on record averages.

N.S.W. Loans on Track

The Commonwealth Government has turned its attention to the N.S.W. State Savings Bank, by offering £100,000 to the local government for the purchase of loans. This offer is designed to stabilise the financial position of the State.

Crashed Locos

Last week-end a car-crash killed two people and injured four others. The accident occurred in the Melbourne suburbs, and caused heavy traffic disruptions.

Bootsy Laid End for Infant

A six-month-old baby was killed when a toy was thrown at her head. The child was in a pram when the accident occurred.

Wage Pegging "Not Justified"

The Federal Government has announced its intention to peg wages. This move is expected to cause widespread unemployment and cost of living increases.
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BROOKLYN, B.E.S.T.刺杀案

One man was shot dead and another two injured in a gun battle in Brooklyn, B.E.S.T.

Watersiders' Work Ban Delays 35 Ships

The Watersiders' Union strike has delayed 35 ships, with thousands of seamen out of work.

Balkans Differences Become Intensified

The Greek and Yugoslav governments have agreed to the withdrawal of all troops from Albania, in an attempt to resolve the current regional tensions.

New Zealand by Air

Return Passages are Now Available

The New Zealand Airline now offers return passages from Auckland to Christchurch for $150.00. This is a great deal for families and tourists.
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